
RESPONSE PAPERS ON THE JEWELRY SHORT STORY

Response to Literature: The Necklace Essay examples In â€œThe Necklaceâ€•, Guy de Maupassant uses third person
limited narration to show how Mathilde.

These signs could be religious literature in the patient possession, wearing religious insignia; such a necklace
with a cross or Star of David, and noticing the activity of the chaplain rounds. The window is not just part of
the setting, but a window into the heart and mind of the main character. You would swear it was real jewelry.
The assessment is based on the observation period involves looking for obvious signs of religious or spiritual
activity. It took many years after this story was written for its popularity to grow into what it is today. Loisel
tells her husband she will need about francs to purchase a dress worthy enough to get the attention of the other
people at the dinner. Dramatic Irony: This is the contrast between what the character thinks to be true and
what the readers know to be true. So we can call it realistic story. Several moral lessons can also be learnt
when one reads of the calamity that befalls Mathilde and the husband. Much of her writing portrays women in
their relations with men, children and their own sexuality Charters  While she was near her husband, she was
the most caring wife, tender and kid. A Bruccoli Clark Layman Book. Yet I believe to some extent that during
those tens years of tedious labour she learned what it meant to be somewhat content with what was had. One
cold winter evening she came back home from opera freezing and coughing, and after 8 days she died because
of inflammation of the lungs. Because of his unique style, he was considered one of the best and most famous
writers in the 19th century. The Necklace was meant to teach the reader or audience a lesson. Basically, her
old emotion of wanting people to view her as something she was not a rich society woman overtook and
forced her to contort into a frightened woman who wanted to conceal her true identity. The plot itself is taking
place primarily in the mind of Mrs. An inner desire to be of a higher social status and to possess nice, valuable
trinkets seems to poison her very being. Personally, I am not a jealous person. Conclusion to Chapter II In
conclusion, the story emphasized that looks can be deceiving and that sometimes we are blind to what really is
going on. All of the characteristics of the Realism movement mentioned are active in this story. Works Cited
Agatucci, Cora. Loisel now has to work, along with her husband working late hours. Instead, I felt anger
towards those who cannot focus on the bigger problems in the world over than what they have in their closet.
Another ironic point is made within Mrs. Forrestier hardly recognizes her and regards her as a lowly working
class woman. He was young, smart, handsome, funny, and brutally honest with everyone. Essay on The
Necklace - Throughout the ages, literature has consistently reflected the interests and activities of a people.
This is where the environment influences come into play. After a night of elegance, Mathilde finds that in all
her haste to hurry home before the magical evening was spoiled by someone finding out about her true social
class, she misplaces the necklace she borrowed. Charters, Ann.


